
 
 
 
 
 
BACKGROUND 

The Kentuckiana Honda Dealers is a group of four Honda Dealers made up of the 
following:  Sam Swope Honda World, Neil Huffman Honda, Bob Montgomery Dixie 
Honda and Hardin County Honda in the Kentucky and Southern Indiana region.  
These four dealers are charged with promoting the Honda brand and integrating 
their dealership into the fabric of the local community.  The Kentucky Derby Festival 
Celebrity Day at the Downs is one of the highest profile events of the Festival and 
builds on the extensive exposure that is Derby season.   

Celebrity Day at the Downs typically sells out with a capacity of 600 guests and is 
held at Churchill Downs on Millionaires Row Thursday of Derby week.  The event 
also hosts celebrities from all forms of entertainment.   The attendees of the event 
have the opportunity to mingle and get photos with their favorite celebrity before 
the celebrities ride in the Pegasus Parade later that day.  The event has grown in 
popularity over the past few years and lends itself well to socially generated media 
such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. 

PURPOSE/OBJECTIVE 
 
The Kentuckiana Honda Dealers have been a sponsor of the Festival for many years.  
As a way to enhance their sponsorship and create more brand recognition in this 
market they became a Presenting level sponsor of the Celebrity Day at the Downs.  
Their main objective was to use the sponsorship to build following on their Facebook 
page and give back to the local community.  It was also important that each dealer 
was recognized and received benefits from the overall partnership.  We discussed 
ways we could utilize radio, TV, print and digital promotion to promote and increase 
awareness of the event. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF PROMOTION 
 
We created a two-tiered promotion allowing Facebook followers of Honda page to 
vote for their favorite nonprofit organization choosing from the following: 
 

• Harbor House of Louisville (Sam Swope Honda World) 
• USA Cares (Hardin County Honda) 
• Kids Acting Against Cancer (Bob Montgomery Dixie Honda) 
• Make A Wish Foundation (Neil Huffman Honda) 

 
The winning nonprofit would receive $5,000 courtesy of the Kentuckiana Honda 
Dealers and the check would be given away as a part of the programming at the 
Celebrity Day at the Downs event.  After voting, the follower would have the 
opportunity to enter the “Celebrity-for-a-Day” contest.  Four lucky winners, one 
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representing each dealership, and a guest would have the opportunity to watch the 
races with the celebrities on Millionaires Row, participate in the check presentation 
and enjoy a special photo op in the Winners Circle after the Celebrity Day at the 
Downs race.  The winners would also have the chance to ride in a Honda Odyssey in 
the Pegasus Parade as a VIP and receive TV coverage during the live broadcast.  
This was a way to celebrate the Honda Dealers, the event, and several wonderful 
causes. 
 
 
OVERALL REVENUE AND EXPENSE BUDGET 
 
Revenue from sponsor =      $28,000 
Ticket Sales =       $50,000 
In-Kind TV/Radio Advertising =     $10,000 
In-Kind Kentuckiana Honda Dealers Advertising =  $50,000 
Donation to charities by Honda Dealers=  $20,000 
      $20,000 
Venue/Catering Expense =   $42,000 
            $78,000 
     Plus in-kind      $60,000 
 
     Total Revenue $96,000* 
       
 
ATTENDANCE/NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 
 
The promotion began March 1st and ended April 30th with the event being held on 
May 2nd.  The demographic focus was Women 25-54 and secondary demographic of 
Adults 35+.  We utilized our partnership with Lite 106.9 (Adult Contemporary) radio 
as well as local TV, WAVE and cable to advertise the promotion.  The DJ from Lite 
106.9 and Anchor from WAVE served as emcee’s for the event and Mike Porro, 
President of the Kentuckiana Honda Dealers, served as the representative to explain 
the promotion to the event attendees.  After discussing the overall strategy of the 
promotion, the Kentuckiana Honda Dealers decided that all four nonprofits were 
deserving of the $5,000 and thus announced at the event that each one would 
receive the money for their cause.  This news created a wonderful applause from the 
crowd and allowed each nonprofit a chance to give brief remarks on their charity 
mission and how this contribution will greatly help their initiatives.  
 
 
MEASURABLE RESULTS 
 
The Derby Festival, by providing a unique promotional platform for The Kentuckiana 
Honda Dealers achieved their goals of increasing Facebook followers, increasing 
brand awareness and creating a charitable campaign.  The end result of the 
promotion was a success.  We took the Honda Dealers Facebook page from 0 to 
nearly 1,000 followers and garnered over $200,000 in publicity value for the event 



and promotion.  The event was sold out in 2013 and we look to increase ticket prices 
in 2014.   
The Kentuckiana Honda Dealers were so thrilled with the results that they are going 
to continue the partnership through 2015. 
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